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Combining efficiency
and creativity*
Highlights at a glance:
5 reasons to get the Adobe InDesign plug-in from Acolada. If you would like to
learn more, then just send us your query.
Adobe InDesign has already been introduced into many businesses as a
standardised software solution – myFabulousAgent complements familiar
processes.
Interactive post-processing und document finishing can be carried out by both
graphic designers and editors.
Unicode Tool: no limits to languages and fonts.
High Level Layout: the plug-in supports the highest creative demands.
Standard Tool: the producer is constantly developing the software further.
www.myfabulousagent.de
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My agent and I
Discover new freedom in creativity with Acolada
High-specification InDesign layouts
published with the click of a mouse
Regardless of whether it’s technical handbooks,
product information sheets or catalogues, the
content is not the only decisive element in the
design. When it comes to creating documents,
the
he clearest possible presentation
presen
of complex
contexts is at least as importantt a factor.
facto In
order to publish documents effectively, it iis
therefore necessary to bring the diversity of
complex typographical solutions in harmony
with the automation of authoring processes.
Adobe InDesign has now becomee established
in most companies as a multi-f
ulti-function tool for
creating documents of all
a kinds. Though it is
rarely used, the progra
ogram even offers an interface
for the import of XML files. This way, data from
the authoring
ng systems can be further edited
directly in
n IInDesign.
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However: Adobe InDesign's import options
H
for XML are not sufficient for creating
document layouts of a high typographical
specification. Acolada has therefore expanded
the XML abilities of the program with the

myFabulousAgent
plug-in,
seamlessly
connecting InDesign to the authoring processes
of authoring systems. The intelligent document
automation of myFabulousAgent can make use
of all functions that InDesign makes available
to users via the program interface. At the same
time, the documents can still be individually
changed and adapted.

www.myfabulousagent.de
www.acolada.de
www.adobe.com

Consistency
nsistency saves time
myFabulousAgent
nt retains the structure of XML
data and thus ensures efficient, consistent
processes – up until the final proof-reading
period: changes in InDesign are applied directly
in the authoring system and no longer have to
be carried out twice. The same also applies, of
course, to multi-lingual documents.
Plug-in with "memory"
One particularly
icularly pra
practical feature when creating
seve
se
vera
rall la
layo
yout
ut ver
ersi
sion
onss is myF
yFab
abul
ulou
ousA
sAge
gent
nt'ss
"layout memory", which "remembers" the
graphic positions
itions in the XML. In this way, it is easy
to reproduce earlier versions of the document
when required. This also significantlyy reduces the
amount of work in the creation of multi-lingual
documents.

Licensed for Adobe InDesign Client or InDesign
Server
No preset XML structure but can be used with any
XML structures
Create document layouts with InDesign templates
and use them with myFabulousAgent
Want to learn more? The myFabulousAgent library
uses an additional XML standard with XSLT
Fig. 1: Sirius CMS with automatically generated instructions in InDesign

Acolada GmbH
Wallensteinstr. 61-63
D - 90431 Nuremberg, Germany
Phone: +49 - (0)911 / 37 66 75 - 0
Fax:
+49 - (0)911 / 37 66 75 - 29
Email: info@acolada.de

Fig. 2: Overview of features and licenses
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Made in Germany | www.2be-markenmacher.de

Can be used as a standalone solution or integrated
into authoring systems such as Sirius CMS

